INTRODUCTION
Aging is an inevitable biological process characterized by a progressive decrease in physiological function (1–4). Transition through the aging process is associated with numerous molecular changes, such as altered gene expression and metabolite levels, somatic mutations and epimutations, and accumulated molecular damage. The age-dependent accumulation of damage has long been considered a general cause of aging. Many previous studies focused on particular forms of damage, such as oxidative damage, mutations, errors in transcription or translation, and damage to metabolites, as well as on cumulative damage, but it has been difficult to prove its causal role in aging (5–8). Nevertheless, many researchers agree that molecular damage, in the form of either particular damage types or cumulative damage, contributes to the aging process.

However, models of aging that argue against this idea have also been proposed (1, 9). While acknowledging that damage does accumulate as a function of age, these models predict that this damage has no direct impact on the aging process. Instead, it is proposed that aging may be caused by hyperfunction or continued development because of excessive biological activities, leading to organ pathologies, before the damage can exert its deleterious effects. Hyperfunction and continued development are, in part, reflected in altered gene expression and metabolite levels. These models further expose the fact that the impact of either damage or other molecular changes on the aging process is difficult to characterize and quantify. Because the forms of damage are so numerous, and because they vary depending on factors such as genotype, environment, and diet, how could one address the causal role of damage in aging?

Transition through life span is accompanied by numerous molecular changes, such as dysregulated gene expression, altered metabolite levels, and accumulated molecular damage. These changes are thought to be causal factors in aging; however, because they are numerous and are also influenced by genotype, environment, and other factors in addition to age, it is difficult to characterize the cumulative effect of these molecular changes on longevity. We reasoned that age-associated changes, such as molecular damage and tissue composition, may influence life span when used in the diet of organisms that are closely related to those that serve as a dietary source. To test this possibility, we used species-specific culture media and diets that incorporated molecular extracts of young and old organisms and compared the influence of these diets on the life span of yeast, fruit flies, and mice. In each case, the “old” diet or medium shortened the life span for one or both sexes. These findings suggest that age-associated molecular changes, such as cumulative damage and altered diet composition, are deleterious and causally linked with aging and may affect life span through diet.

RESULTS
Testing the effects of age-related changes on life span of model organisms
To examine how age-related molecular changes, such as cumulative damage and altered molecular composition of cells and tissues, influence the life span of organisms, we reasoned that these changes might affect life span when the age-related compounds were introduced through diet. We also considered that the effect may be more direct if the introduced dietary items mimic closely the specific age-related molecular forms that

Studies in the past two decades have shown that a great variety of factors and pathways can modulate aging, adjusting life span through genetic, pharmacological, or nutritional manipulation. In particular, previous studies identified two canonical nutrient-sensing pathways: mammalian or mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR) and insulin/insulin-like growth factor signaling (10, 11). During aging, continuous stimulation of these pathways leads to a higher risk of aging-related diseases and a decreased life span via reduced autophagy, increased protein aggregation and proteotoxicity, inflammation, reduced expression of antioxidant proteins, mitochondrial dysfunction, and other mechanisms (12–15). Modulation of these pathways is thought to affect the rate of aging and postpone the advent of aging-related diseases across a wide range of taxa from yeast to mice (12). One of the most intriguing aspects of these nutrient-sensing pathways is that they are regulated by nutrients (that is, carbohydrates, proteins, and lipids). This nutritional relationship suggests the possibility that these pathways directly or indirectly regulate the patterns of age-related gene expression and molecular damage (both intrinsic damage and damage associated with diet and environment).

Here, we used species-specific culture media or diets based on the lysates or tissues of young and old organisms, which differed in age-related molecular changes. We examined the long-term effects of these media and diets on the life span of three model organisms: yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae), fruit flies (Drosophila melanogaster), and mice (Mus musculus). We observed a decreased life span in yeast, fruit flies, and female mice under the dietary regimens based on old organisms. We discuss the implications of these findings.
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accumulate in particular organisms throughout their life spans. Although only a fraction of these dietary forms may be expected to be taken up by living organisms, the long-term effect of this treatment may be significant enough to affect life span. To test this possibility, we prepared media or diets based on the biochemistry of organisms of different ages, applied them to the same or closely related living species, and examined their life span. Three model organisms were used: yeast cells, which were maintained on the media containing the lysates of young or old yeast; fruitflies, which were subjected to diets whose nonsugar components (for example, proteins and micronutrients) were replaced with the extracts of young or old fruitflies; and mice, which were fed diets containing the skeletal muscle of young or old deer (Fig. 1). Hereafter, “young” media or diets refer to those based on young organisms, and “old” media and diets refer to those based on old organisms.

Modulation of yeast life span by molecular components derived from young versus old yeast

The budding yeast *S. cerevisiae* is a classical model organism of aging. Many genetic factors and dietary and pharmacological interventions that affect its life span also modulate the life span of higher eukaryotes (16). Yeast lysate is a common component of cell culture media used in *S. cerevisiae* experiments. To prepare the media containing the lysates of young and old yeast, we subjected yeast cells to chronological aging (Fig. 2A and fig. S1A), on a large scale (1.5 liters of cell culture for each time point), to generate sufficient biomass for subsequent aging assays. During growth, yeast cells initially metabolize glucose to ethanol and, after glucose depletion, switch to ethanol utilization. Upon depletion of this carbon source, cells stop dividing and show a time-dependent decrease in viability (17). We collected young cells at the beginning of the phase when cells stopped dividing (3 days in stationary phase) and old cells at the point when the cells started losing viability (8 days in stationary phase) (Fig. 2A). We found that cell lysates prepared from these young and old cells could supply all vital components for growth of live yeast cells, with the exception of glucose, which was added as a carbon source to the media. We determined optimal amounts of cell lysates by varying their amounts.
(for example, lower lysate amounts resulted in shortened life span, likely due to insufficient nutrients) (fig. S2A), also ensuring that the life span of cells grown on these lysates was similar to the one obtained on regular yeast media.

Analysis of the replicative life span (Fig. 2B, fig. S1B, and table S1) revealed that cells grown on the young media had an increased maximum and mean life span compared to those grown on the media based on the same amounts of the old lysate \((P = 7.19 \times 10^{-6}, \text{Wilcoxon rank sum test})\). This analysis was also confirmed by comparing the Gompertz fit parameters of mortality curves for yeast on young and old media \([P = 9.89 \times 10^{-15}\) for the difference in Gompertz \(\alpha\) and \(P = 0.0018\) for the difference in value of initial mortality \(\log(M_0)\); fig. S3, A and B]. The goodness of Gompertz fit for the mortality curve of yeast on young and old media was \(R^2 = 0.6337\) and \(R^2 = 0.9497\), respectively. We consistently observed this life-span effect using different batches of chronologically old and young cells. We also found that the largest amounts of old lysate led to a decrease in life span (fig. S2A), consistent with the idea that the age-related molecular changes affect the aging process in yeast cells.

These data suggested that the old lysate harbors factors that accelerate the aging process in yeast or is deficient in factors that decelerate the process. To obtain further insights, we separated the lysates into low-molecular weight (LMW) and high-molecular weight (HMW) fractions (fig. S2, B and C) and tested the influence of each fraction on the life span. When the LMW and HMW fractions were recombined separately for young and old, the life span was shorter in the old + old medium than in the young + young medium (fig. S2D), suggesting that the separation procedure did not alter the aging-modifying properties. Old LMW and young HMW showed a decreased life span compared to young LMW in combination with old HMW (fig. S2E). Thus, the LMW fraction had a stronger influence on the life span under our experimental conditions.

**Modulation of fruitfly life span by diets containing components of young and old flies**

In the fruitfly study, we prepared old diets by collecting a large number of freshly deceased flies \((n = 5000\), average life span = 45 days), which were allowed to age and die naturally in a fly incubator under standard laboratory conditions. We also sacrificed 3- to 5-day-old flies \((n = 5000)\) for the young diet group. Both groups of flies were treated identically, and we observed no overall changes in total amino acid levels (fig. S4). The lysates were prepared by freezing the flies in liquid nitrogen and grinding them to dust, which was briefly agitated in water. The preparations were then centrifuged, and the supernatants were scored for protein levels. By measuring the protein concentration, we matched the general nutrient requirement of dietary yeast, which is frequently used for fly culture and life-span studies. Dietary preparations for laboratory fly culture also include sucrose as a carbohydrate source, in addition to the autolysed yeast. In these diets, the individual amounts of sugar and yeast are each represented as 1X. Thus, to optimize the diets prepared from fly lysates (which replaced dietary yeast), we examined the life span of flies with various amounts of fly lysates mixed with fixed 1X or 0.5X amount of carbohydrates, in comparison with the commonly used 1X yeast/sucrose media (Fig. 3A). The dietary composition of sugar plus fly lysate (young) at protein concentrations matching 1X levels of yeast yielded the same life span as did the 1X sugar/yeast diet and was chosen for subsequent studies. Using this standardization, we next prepared fly lysate-containing diets using old and young flies. Both were adjusted for protein concentration, which matched protein levels in the 1X yeast fly diets (Fig. 3A and table S2). Subjecting young, mated female D. melanogaster to these diets revealed that the life span was significantly lower in the old diet group compared with the young diet group (mean life-span difference: -12.8%; \(P = 0.024\), log-rank test; Fig. 3B and table S2). Thus, similar to the study in yeast, we found that the life span of fruitflies was decreased by the old diet. However, the Gompertz fit did not show a statistically significant difference between Gompertz parameters of mortality curves for fruitflies on old and young diets \((P = 0.508\); fig. S3, C and D]. The goodness of Gompertz fit for mortality curve of flies on young and old diets was \(R^2 = 0.4825\) and \(R^2 = 0.6033\), respectively.
Modulation of life span of mice by diets containing young and old skeletal muscle

In the case of mice, we adopted a dietary intervention strategy that used skeletal muscle derived from animals of different age. For the long-term survival experiment, large quantities of diets were required, which would be difficult if mouse tissue were used as the diet source. Instead, the skeletal muscle of farmed red deer (*Cervus elaphus*; maximum life span, 31.5 years) was chosen because of the large amount of this tissue and the availability of animals differing in age. Skeletal muscle of freshly sacrificed young adult (3-year-old) and old (25-year-old) male red deer were obtained and immediately frozen. To test the nutritional composition of the tissues, proximate analysis was performed following freeze-drying and pulverization. The composition of protein and fat was found to be different in young (90.0% protein and 2.1% fat) and old (57.8% protein and 38.0% fat) muscles (table S3), in agreement with previous studies, which found that the muscle fat increases during aging in mammals (18). To accommodate this difference, we adjusted AIN-76A diet to control for both fat and protein levels (table S4).

Diet composition may affect the rate of aging (19), and the balance of macronutrients may influence longevity and late-life health in ad libitum mice (20). Therefore, all experimental diets used in our study were isoenergetic (4.5 kcal/g) and contained the same proportion of protein (20.3%) and fat (18.1%).

We divided 12-month-old mice into three dietary groups: control group (*n* = 27), young diet group (*n* = 30), and old diet group (*n* = 30). These mice were maintained on each diet ad libitum until the end of their lives. We found no difference in the weight of mice among the groups (fig. S5A), as well as among females and males (fig. S5, B and C). The survival curves of mice fed young and old diets are shown in Fig. 4. Compared to the young diet group, the old group exhibited a trend toward decreased life span (mean life-span difference, −6.1%), which did not reach statistical significance (*P* = 0.2, log-rank test; Fig. 4A). However, when the survival curves were separated by sex, the old diet group displayed a significantly shorter life span compared to the young diet group in females (*P* = 0.475, log-rank test); the mean life span of the old diet females decreased by 13.3% compared with that of the young diet females (Fig. 4B and table S5). There was no difference in the survival between the young and old diet groups of males (*P* = 0.87, log-rank test; Fig. 4C). These results were also confirmed by the Gompertz fit analysis of mortality curves produced in the corresponding experiments (fig. S3, E to H). Namely, the Gompertz rate *α* was different for female mice on young and old diets (*P* = 0.0184), whereas for male mice on young and old diets we did not find a statistically significant difference (*P* = 0.238). When the group that was fed a control diet was compared with the young or old diet group, there was no significant difference in life span (by log-rank test) among either females or males (fig. S5, D to I). Together, the data suggest that the diet containing the old skeletal muscle may shorten the mouse life span, although sexual dimorphism was apparent under the conditions used.

To examine the probable causes of death and progression of pathological lesions, we performed a full histopathological analysis of mice at their time of death. The control diet group generally had a lower tumor incidence compared with the old diet group (33.3% and 66.7%, respectively; *P* = 0.014; fig. S6A). In addition, this group had a less diverse spectrum of tumors than either the young or old diet group (fig. S6D). When the incidence of tumors was separated by sex, the old diet group displayed a higher incidence of tumors compared to the control diet group in males (27.3% and 83.3%, respectively; *P* = 0.006; *P* = 0.047, log-rank test). However, when the survival curves were separated by sex, the old diet group displayed a significantly shorter life span compared to the young diet group in females (66.7% and 33.3%, respectively; *P* = 0.006; *P* = 0.047, log-rank test).
fig. S6C). Adenoma was the major contributing neoplastic lesion (fig. S6F). In females, there was no significant difference in tumor incidence among the groups, although the tumor spectrum was somewhat different (fig. S6, B and E). Thus, neoplastic disease did not seem to be a major contributor to the difference in life span in females. The major lesion of nonneoplastic disease in all groups was systemic or localized amyloidosis (table S7), a known cause of morbidity and mortality in ICR mice (21), because these mice are susceptible to senile ApoA2 (22). There was no significant difference in the amyloidosis lesions between the dietary groups.

To determine the long-term effect of diets on gut microbiota, we sequenced 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) of fecal samples from female mice at 270 days after starting each diet. The coverage [8152 ± 2125 (mean ± SD) reads per sample] allowed us to analyze α diversity of samples. More than 700 species were detected when analyzed by 4000 reads per sample (fig. S7A). At the 4000-read level (fig. S7B), the fecal microbiota of the old diet group showed lower α diversity (724 species per 4000 reads) than that of the young diet group (P < 0.05, 852 species per 4000 reads), and α diversity of the control diet group was closer to that of the young diet group (801 species per 4000 reads, P = 0.30). The overall pattern of fecal microbiota was also compared among the three diet groups. According to β diversity, the control diet group was close to the young group, whereas the old diet group was more distant (fig. S7C). The relative abundance of some bacterial groups differed significantly (table S8). For example, the genus Ruminococcus (fig. S7D) was less abundant in the old diet group than in the control (P < 0.05) and young (P = 0.14) groups.

**DISCUSSION**

It is commonly thought that aging is caused by molecular damage that leads to an age-associated decrease in the organism’s fitness, age-related pathologies, and, ultimately, death. However, the myriad of damage forms that accumulate in organisms with age make it difficult to confirm a causal relationship experimentally. Although it is known that particular damage forms (for example, DNA damage and oxidative damage) in laboratory mutant organisms are associated with reduced life span, these damage forms rarely reach the high levels used in experimental investigations under normal, physiological conditions. Life span may also be modulated by a combinatorial effect of many damage forms known to increase with age (23). It has also been argued that molecular damage may not be relevant to aging at all, because hyperfunction due to excess damage may lead to pathology and kill organisms first, that is, before the damage can exert its deleterious effects (9). These excessive activities are associated with altered or dysregulated gene expression. Although it may also be argued that the existence of these gene functions has not yet been established.

To address this issue from a different perspective, we designed experiments to examine the effect of age-related molecular changes through a dietary approach. We hypothesized that these molecular changes (for example, accumulated molecular damage) may be taken up by organisms from diet. If so, the long-term effect of the altered age-associated molecular state may be evaluated by analyzing the life spans of organisms fed diets (or grown on media) that contain (or not) these molecular changes. We tested this idea by using three model organisms of aging: yeast, fruitflies, and mice. Yeast cells grown on the media containing the lysates prepared from chronologically young or old yeast, fruitflies were fed diets based on the homogenates of young or old flies, and mice were fed diets that included the skeletal muscle of young or old deer. We adjusted the conditions of these experiments so that the life spans on these diets were similar to those observed on control diets or conditions, to ensure that the diets were not deficient in critical components.

For each model organism tested, we observed a longer life span on the young diet (or medium) compared to the old diet (medium). In yeast, the replicative life span was analyzed, and the difference was statistically significant between the young and old media groups. In fruitflies, we only analyzed females (because we were limited by the number of old flies that we could collect that could sustain viability of live flies throughout the entire life span), and the difference in life span was also statistically significant between the young and old diet groups. In the case of mice, the regular AIN-76A purified diet was modified to include skeletal muscle of young (3-year-old) or old (25-year-old) deer. Because of time and diet limitations, we used 12-month-old mice (rather than weaning mice) as experimental subjects. Under these conditions, we observed no difference in life span among males, but a statistically significant decrease in life span in female mice, when fed the old diet. None of the conditions tested throughout this study showed an opposite effect (of increased life span when fed old diet) in any of the model organisms.

As previously reported (24), the gut microbiota changes with age. For example, human centenarians (>100 years old) have lower α diversity than either elderly (70 years old) or young people. Such age-associated changes in α diversity may be related to the higher diversity of the young diet group (female mice, fig. S7B). In addition, Ruminococcus (Ruminococcus lactaris and Ruminococcus obeum) decrease in abundance with human age (24), and centenarians have lower levels of these species than either elderly or young people. A similar reduction in Ruminococcus was observed in our study in the old diet group of female mice (fig. S7D). These data suggest that diet-induced changes in the gut microbiota may be influenced by, and may also have a role in, aging.

It is of interest that the effects observed in our study were relatively minor (that is, the difference in life span was on the order of 10%). We interpret this finding as an indication that diet, and more generally environment, is only one of the contributors to the aging process. Other major contributors, such as intrinsic factors, genotype, and stochastic, presumably account for the remaining control of life span, but they were not examined in the study. It is also possible that the relatively small effect observed was due to the possibility that internal molecular changes have a stronger impact than changes introduced through diet.

Our study has several caveats. First, the contributions of various forms of molecular change to life-span control could not be defined. For example, both cumulative damage and nutritional composition likely differed between young and old diets. This was already apparent from the analysis of fat in young and old skeletal muscle tissue in the mouse experiment. To account for this difference, we prepared isocaloric diets that had the same protein and lipid content. Nevertheless, the nature of age-related changes is such that it is impossible to account for all nutritional differences between young and old muscles, because these tissues presumably also differ in the components other than proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates. Likewise, fruitfly aging is associated with profound quantitative changes in transcriptome (25), metabolome (23), protein levels (26), and proteasome function (27). Studies in Drosophila...
indicate that individual nutrients and, in particular, protein/amino acids are important regulators of life span (28). Similarly, marked changes at all levels occur during aging in yeast. Thus, full control of macronutrients and micronutrients is not possible when the effects of age-related molecular changes are examined.

A second caveat is that, in the mouse study, the life span of males was not affected by the diet, and the mortality of mice did not match the incidence of pathology. One possible explanation is that the contribution of age-associated changes in our experimental setup was insufficient to observe the effect of the old diet in males, due either to the diet composition or to the fact that 12-month-old, as opposed to young, mice were used. In addition, gender specificity in the effects of treatments that extend life span was previously observed in both mice and fruitflies. In mice, the effects of deletion of insulin substrate receptor 1 (29) and the mTOR inhibitor (30) were found to be more robust in females than in males. Similarly, reduced activity of the insulin-signaling pathway (31) and the mTOR pathway by deletion of S6K (32) extended the life span only in females. Sexual dimorphism is repeatedly observed in studies of rapamycin-mediated life-span extension (33–35).

A third caveat is our inability to pinpoint the contribution of various individual components of the diet to the life span—shortening effect. In yeast, where we were not limited by the availability of young and old media, we were able to test the effects of LMW and HMW fractions and found that the LMW fraction exerted a stronger effect. This was expected because this fraction is expected to contain the most significant amounts of soluble, nutritionally accessible damaged molecules. We did not pursue further fractionation of yeast media, because the effect on life span is cumulative and is unlikely to be defined by a single component. It is also likely that the contribution of various dietary components to life-span shortening is different in different species. We could not test the contributions of various dietary components in flies and mice because of the limited diet amounts available for these experiments.

Despite these caveats, we were encouraged by the consistent effect we observed when the above experimental design was applied to the three model organisms of aging. The fact that, in each species, the old diet (or growth medium) was associated with reduced life span argues that the age-related changes are deleterious and directly affect the aging process. The idea that age-associated damage and/or nutrient composition contribute to aging is not new, but it had not previously been thoroughly examined. For example, previous studies found that abnormal amino acids in the diet do not reduce life span (36). However, to our knowledge, none of the previous studies analyzed the impact of molecular changes as a whole or examined the effect of these changes across several model organisms.

In summary, our report supports the idea of a causal link between age-related molecular changes and the aging process, suggesting that these changes are deleterious. Moreover, these changes (for example, accumulated damage and altered nutritional composition) may affect living organisms when age-damaged molecules are introduced through diet. Finally, this study also strengthens the case for the impact of cumulative changes, as opposed to its individual forms, as a key factor in aging.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Yeast experiments**

WT (BY4741) yeast cells were grown overnight in 10 ml of yeast peptone dextrose (YPD) liquid medium. Five hundred microliters of overnight culture was transferred to 1.5 liters of YPD medium. Growth was monitored by measuring the OD₆₀₀ (optical density at 600 nm) over the course of 2 days. After 2 days, the same culture was subjected to chronological aging. Viability was measured every 2 days by growth on YPD plates at 30°C, and the colonies were counted after 3 days and plotted as percent survival. Cells were collected at certain time points by centrifugation of 1.5-liter culture of young or old cells, washed with water, and frozen at −80°C. The pH of cell culture medium changed somewhat (6.4 versus 7.2) during chronological aging, although it is known that this does not affect the replicative life span (37). To prepare yeast cell extracts, frozen yeast cells were thawed, and 10 g of glass beads and 5 ml of water were added. Using a bead beater, cells were disrupted for 15 min on ice. The supernatant was cleared by centrifugation at 15,000 rpm for 30 min at 4°C. Cell lysates were then passed through syringe filters (0.25 μm) and normalized according to protein concentration (determined using the bicinchoninic acid method). For plate preparation, 2% agar was mixed with water (v/v), autoclaved, and cooled to ~50°C. Next, cell lysates (50 mg total) and 2 ml of sugar (2 mg/ml) were added to the final volume of 20 ml of agar mix and poured onto plates. Cells were grown on YPD plates overnight at 30°C, then transferred to the lysate plates, and incubated overnight before the experiment. For replicative aging assays, 30 virgin cells were chosen, and new buds (daughters) from these virgin cells were removed and discarded as they formed every 2 hours. This process continued until cells ceased dividing. Life span was determined as the number of daughter cells that each mother cell generated.

**Dietary experiment with fruitflies**

*D. melanogaster* (Canton-S strain; females) was used in preparing the diet and life-span studies. Sugar and yeast in the Drosophila laboratory culture medium provide carbohydrate and protein sources, respectively, which are essential macronutrients. In this medium, the individual amounts of sugar and yeast are represented at 1X concentration. To evaluate the effects of fly lysate on life span and to compare it with the traditionally used yeast diet, we performed control experiments that used several media sources adjusted for identical protein concentration, which we sourced from yeast and flies. To prepare diets consisting of flies as a component of diet, we froze them in liquid nitrogen and ground them to dust, which was later agitated and allowed to sit in water for 15 min at room temperature. The preparation was centrifuged, and the supernatant was scored for protein concentration using the DC Protein Assay Kit (Bio-Rad). Titrations were used, and the effects of different levels of diet components on life span were determined (Fig. 3A). Liquid diets containing fruitflies were stored as frozen aliquots at −80°C. Food changes were performed every 3 days using 200 μl of freshly thawed medium that was applied atop of agarose bedding and allowed to dry for several hours. Life-span experiments were performed according to standard methods: Cultures were maintained at 12-hour light/12-hour dark cycle at 25°C with 50% relative humidity. Dead flies were counted every 3 days during food changes. To evaluate the effects of young and old diets on life span, we tested the effects of lysates prepared from old and young flies according to the above procedures. Old flies were obtained during large-scale aging experiments, using naturally dying flies collected between 30 and 60 days from the beginning of the life-span study (*n* = 5000, average life span = 45 days). Specimens were collected during food changes and immediately placed at −80°C for storage. Young flies (3 to 5 days old; *n* = 5000) were killed instantly and frozen after 2 to 3 days. This provided a control for the old flies, which could start to decompose during dying. Diets were then prepared as described above in parallel for young and old diets.
Dietary experiment with mice

Experimental procedures performed on mice were approved and carried out according to the guidelines established by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of Ewha Womans University (IACUC No. 2012-01-038). Eighty-seven 11-month-old Hsd: ICR (CD-1) mice (37 males and 50 females) were purchased from Harlan. The mice were housed in a facility with 12-hour light cycle and maintained on a standard purified mouse diet (CA.170481, Harlan) for 1 month before the start of the experiment. The animals were then randomly assigned to three different diet groups: control (11 males and 16 females), young diet (13 males and 17 females), and old diet (13 males and 17 females) groups. Food and water were available ad libitum throughout the acclimation and experimental periods. Experimental diets included skeletal muscles of young adult (3-year-old) and old (25-year-old) male red deer (C. elaphus). Fresh tissues were obtained from slaughtered deer and immediately frozen. To verify the nutritional composition of young and old muscles, we performed proximate analysis following freeze-drying and pulverizing the frozen tissues (table S3). Three isoenergetic experimental diets with the protein source from the muscles of young and aged deer were then produced (table S4). The control diet contained casein and beef tallow, commonly used in rodent diets, as protein and fat sources. All diets were based on AIN-76A purified diet (CA.170481, Harlan) and contained the same proportion of protein (20.3%) and fat (18.1%). Diets were stored at 4°C and distributed to cages once per week. Body weights were measured on a weekly basis for 15 weeks from the starting time point of the dietary experiment. Survival curves were plotted using the Kaplan-Meier method, which includes all available animals at each time point.

Necropsy and pathology

Full histopathological analyses of all mice were performed at their time of death. Mice were considered to be at the end of life and euthanized by carbon dioxide inhalation when they were moribund and demonstrated one or more clinical signs suggesting imminent death: nonresponsive to being touched, labored breathing, and failure to eat or drink. Mice found dead in cages were also submitted for necropsy. Liver, kidney, spleen, thymus, brain, colon, heart, and lung plus any visible abnormalities were preserved in 10% neutral phosphate-buffered formalin. Fixed tissues were embedded in paraffin, sectioned at 5 μm, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin. Tissues were examined microscopically and assessed as to the probable cause of death. The determination was based on the pathology in the tissue sections, degree of tissue involvement, severity of changes, and whether the effects were expected to contribute or lead to the death of the animal.

DNA extraction and 16S rRNA sequencing

Bacterial genomic DNA was extracted from the fecal samples (female mice; day 270 after starting the diet) using the NucleoSpin Soil Kit (Macherey-Nagel). To amplify the V4 region of the 16S rRNA gene, we used bar-coded primer sets containing 5′-GGACTACHVGGGTWTCTAAT-3′ or 5′-GGACTACHVGGGTWTCTAAT-3′. Bacterial genomic DNA (5 ng) was used as a template for polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with reaction buffer [25 mM Mg2+, 200 μM deoxynucleotide triphosphate each, 0.75 U of Taq DNA, and bar-coded primers (5 pmol each)]. We carried out PCR under the following conditions: 94°C for 3 min, 35 cycles of amplification (94°C for 45 s, 55°C for 1 min, and 72°C for 90 s), and 72°C for 10 min. The same amount of each amplified DNA was pooled for construction of sequencing libraries. Sequencing libraries were prepared by using the NEBNext Ultra DNA Library Prep Kit (New England BioLabs, catalog no. E7370S) and sequenced for paired-end 250-base pair reads on the Illumina MiSeq.

Microbiota analysis

MiSeq reads were quality-filtered and demultiplexed according to bar codes. The processed paired reads were assembled, and the assembled reads were further used for operational taxonomic unit (OTU) picking in Quantitative Insights Into Microbial Ecology (QIIME 1.6.0) pipelines (38). Greengenes database (gg_13_8-release version, 97% nucleotide identity) (39) was used for OTU picking. On the basis of the assigned OTU, α/β-diversity analyses and taxonomy summarization were performed using the QIIME pipelines. For a rarefaction curve of observed species, we used 4000 reads per sample. Principal components analysis was performed, with selected bacterial groups showing significantly different relative abundance at the genus level between any two groups.

Statistical analyses

Unless otherwise stated, two-tailed Student's t test assuming unequal variances was used. For life-span analyses, statistical analyses were performed using the JMP (version 10) software (SAS Institute Inc.). Log-rank tests were used for mouse and fruitfly survival analyses, with stratification by sex for comparisons that pooled data across sex (mice). Wilcoxon rank sum test was used for the analyses of the yeast replicative life span. Differences between the two groups were evaluated by t test, and nominal P values were reported without adjustment for multiple comparisons. Gompertz fit of mortality curves was performed to the two-parametric exponential Gompertz law \( M(t) = M_0e^{Mt} \), where \( M_0 \) is the initial mortality rate and \( \alpha \) is the Gompertz exponent, as the amount of data produced in all three experiments was insufficient to construct a robust fit to the three-parametric Gompertz-Makeham law \( M(t) = \lambda + M_0e^{Mt} \). To perform the fit, a natural logarithm of mortality was taken, and the result was subjected to the robust LAR (least absolute residuals) fit to a linear two-parametric dependence \( \log(M) = \log(M_0) + \alpha t \) to minimize the effect of outliers. Fisher's exact test, programmed in R, was used to compare proportions of mice between groups. In all cases, P values of ≤0.05 were considered significant.
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